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COURSE STRUCTURE:

UNIT 1: THE WAY WE LIVE (1 CREDIT)
This unit aims to let the students get to know each other
whilst providing an opportunity for a general revision of
the basic concepts of the language including the alphabet,
basic vocabulary and grammatical forms. It also provides
the lecturer with the opportunity to assess the individual
strengths and weaknesses of the group at the start of
the course. The context of the way we live will cover
people and places allowing for a personalised approach.

This course enables the student to build on the
knowledge, skills and competences obtained
through the Level 1 Award in Maltese as a
Foreign Language and Cultural Orientation.

TARGET CANDIDATES

This course is targeted towards individuals, over the
age of 16 years-old, who would like to consolidate
and further their basic skills in Maltese for work,
personal development and academic purposes.

UNIT 2: PLANNING FOR THE FUTURE (1 CREDIT)
This unit aims to introduce students to writing in
Maltese within the context of formal vs informal
email and message exchanges for making plans.

DURATION 2 months
CREDIT VALUE 6 ECTS/ECVET
MODE OF TRAINING This Award is delivered through
lectures and practical sessions.
ASSESSMENT Face-to-face assessment is carried out to
assess the performance of the student.
AWARDING BODY Learning Works

UNIT 3: WHEN THINGS GO WRONG (1 CREDIT)
This unit aims to review and provide practice in
giving descriptions within the context of problems.
Useful nouns and adjectives are introduced
with a particular and in-depth focus on the
correct application of gender and plurals.

LECTURERS
Sylvia Herbert
Nicole Said
Chiara Vassallo

UNIT 4: SHOPPING AND FOOD (1 CREDIT)
The theme of this unit takes a look at shopping and
food. The context is presented through a personalised
approach with a focus on expressing quantity and a
wide range of vocabulary covering every items including
food, clothing and other everyday items. Students
will be given the opportunity to further practise and
consolidate the various verb forms and tenses with
a particular focus on the present and imperative.
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UNIT 5: TRAVEL (1 CREDIT)
This unit serves as a review and to provide practice
when speaking about past events. The context
of travel allows for personalisation of language
through a communicative approach using personal
experiences in both speaking and writing.

ENTRY REQUIREMENTS
To enrol for this course an MQF Level 1 award in Maltese as
a foreign language is required.

UNIT 6: CONSOLIDATION AND PERSONALISATION
(1 CREDIT)
This unit serves as an overview of the previous five
units focusing mainly on recycling and recalling
the language presented and practised throughout
the course. The content presented is intended to
facilitate further personalisation through basic
communication and interaction to further increase
confidence in the basic use of the language once the
learner leaves the classroom. Reflection will be carried
out with focus being placed on the way forward in
order to further their learning after the course.
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